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Next level comfort and  
control Spectacular energy savings, plus so much more than 

you’d expect from a smart thermostat

Smart, intuitive and low maintenance
The ecobee Smart Thermostat Premium, tailors itself to 
your schedule, your personal comfort preferences and the  
weather outside. It can also show how much money  
you’ve saved each month and give you insight into your 
heating and cooling equipment performance.

Greater peace of mind
Five-year limited warranty when purchased through  
and installed by a Bryant dealer2, is ENERGY STAR®  
certified and may qualify for rebates from your  
local energy utility (where available).

Premium look and ease-of-use
Designed with premium materials and advanced 
engineering. Features thicker glass, intuitive usability, 
large screen, metal body, and our most advanced  
sensors ever.

Automatic savings
Automatically helps save up to 26%* on heating and 
cooling costs, while keeping you comfortable with 
included room sensor.

Compatible with your smart home
Works seamlessly with third-party smart home  
platforms such as Apple® HomeKit®, Amazon® Alexa®, 
Google® Assistant, Samsung® SmartThings®, Alarm.com 
and  IFTTT®.1

* Compared to a hold of 72° F/22° C
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Included SmartSensor  
Includes a SmartSensor 

to keep important rooms 
comfortable by adjusting 
your thermostat based on 

occupancy and temperature. 
Add up to 31 additional 
sensors (sold separately).

TECHNOLOGIES
featured

Features that bring you comfort 
at home and control from anywhere

Stream music  
Play music through a 
Bluetooth® speaker 

using Spotify® Connect.1

Voice control 
Use Amazon® Alexa® voice 

commands to change 
temperature settings, check 
the weather, hear the news, 

make a phone call, play music 
and more.

Air quality alerts
Built-in air quality monitor that alerts 
you when air quality is poor and can 

send reminders when it’s time to 
change the furnace’s air filter

Hands-free calling  
Call friends and family anywhere 
in North America free of charge 

from your thermostat using  
Amazon® Alexa.

Controllable from 
anywhere  

Access your system from 
anywhere with your iOS® 

or Android® devices.1
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Gain more control with a complete

HOME COMFORT SYSTEM

With highly advanced communication at its core, pair an 
ecobee thermostat, Powered by Bryant, with a complete 
home comfort system to give you total control over your 
home’s comfort, temperature and humidity.

AIR CONDITIONER  
OR HEAT PUMP GAS FURNACE FAN COIL

EVAPORATOR 
COIL HUMIDIFIER DEHUMIDIFIER

Provides efficient 
cooling or cooling/
heating for comfort 

and potential  
energy savings.

Provides  
high-efficiency 

heating for comfort  
and potential  

energy savings. 

Works with your 
outdoor heat pump 
to convert heating 
and cooling energy 
and deliver more 
comfortable air to 

your home.

Matches to the 
proper outdoor unit 

to provide more 
cooling efficiency  

and years of  
reliable service.

Adds moisture  
to the air, helping 

keep static and dry 
skin at bay. 

Pulls excess  
moisture from the 
air helping you feel 
more comfortable.
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Enjoy a world-class comfort experience with the 

combined efforts of two of the industry leaders 

in home comfort – Bryant and ecobee. 

1 When connected to the Internet through a Wi-Fi® network.
2 See warranty certificate at Bryant.com for complete details and restrictions.


